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About This Game

Hate Free Heroes is a modern day role playing game that takes the player into the role of an H.F.H agent and researcher
dedicated to decreasing the rise of "Aggromites" in the city.

Aggromites/Aggromite (definition) [ag-roh-myht] [noun]: A mischievous entity that influence a person's aggression
levels through the "dream world" or altered reality.

Join the H.F.H agency, complete major missions and research missions to help the agency discover the reason behind the
growing rise in "Aggro". Journey through the city of Newsport to find faithful agents that will join your cause as you begin to

unravel the mystery behind the "Aggromite" influx.
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Your Main Character:

Your main character is known as "The Professor", a former doctor and scientist now Meta Physician and researcher for the
H.F.H. The Professor is rumored to be the one who discovered the existence of an altered reality which the agency's research is
now currently based on. He decided to leave his former professions in order to help discover the source of the growing rise in

"Aggro" within the "dream world".

Your Mission:

As a new agent to the agency, your mission will be to discover the source of the growing rise in "Aggro" within the city. This
journey will take you within the heart of Newsport as you explore different locations and deal with diverse situations. As you

engage the "Aggromites" in each location, you not only help reduce the "Aggro" in the city, you also help the agency's research
in discovering the source of the city's "Aggro" influx.

Your Team: 

As you complete major missions, you will assemble a team of loyal agents. Each one of your team members have unique skills
and abilities that will help you engage "Aggromites" in the dream world. Each one of your team members also has a history and

personality unique to the team as well.

• Explore the Large City of Newsport
• Major Missions and Research Missions to Complete

• Upgradeable Gear with Gear Slots
• Steam Achievements
• Steam Trading Cards

*This game will NOT be released in any bundle, package, giveaway or offer outside of steam except for the vendors listed
below. If distributed by a 3rd party, it will always be as a standalone product with the same suggested retail price and

will be listed as an official vendor below.

Vendors that carry this title outside of steam:
U Game Me
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Title: Hate Free Heroes RPG 2.0
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
U Game Me
Publisher:
U Game Me
Franchise:
U Game Me
Release Date: 7 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista 7/8/10

Processor: Pentium 4 or 1.80 GHz equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024x768 or better video resolution

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound-compatible sound card

English
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This game is wonderfully calming. There are some very challenging puzzles, and it's good to pass time with.. sub 4 pewds NOW.
Much better than CS:GO!. This game is classic. Found myself laughing and laughing each time I did something stupid and
random. I still remember playing the originals and brings back memories even in real life where I made similar choices. Be
prepaid for MisAdventures!!. Great game. Warning: Difficulty curve isn't steep, but has a really high height
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I just played the game for 40 minutes, and I feel like I'm floating. Like when you return from a rough sea trip and your body has
trouble adjusting to standing on solid ground. Playing this game gave me the sensation of standing on a small raft, like the
ground was actually shifting under my weight! The gameplay is similar to that of the original wooden marble-maze: You tilt the
board a bit too much, overcompensate by tilting even more in the other direction, loses the ball and starts over. It's frustrating,
but no more than you still want just one more try. What sets this game apart from its humble origins is that you use your entire
body to move the board around, a much more physical and tactile experience. The environment and music track gives it all a
very meditative and relaxed feel. The physics felt pretty lifelike too. I just wish I had Vive trackers. Alas, the labyrinth itself
lacks polish! This becomes all the more notable when contrasted by the detailed environment. Still, Tilted Mind is a worthwhile
experience, solidly build upon the strengths of the VR medium.. Game \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing sucks. I only have this
amount of time because the game ran in the background on my computer once. Without my knowledge or consent. 10\/10
would uninstall again.. pros:

1.Story is great and it happens between episode 5 and 6 of SW movies.
2.Starfighter and snow speeder sections are great.(that are in 1st and last levels)
3.Level Design is good.
4.Jet Pack is also a nice feature.
5.Gunning sections are good.
6.Graphics were great for it's time and it's cutscenes still hold well. Some levels also have great moments that are worth
mentioning.(In one level you are on a rail wagon , one level has a room where the ground breaks and forces you to race to the
exit door.)
7.You can use precise aiming in this 1996 3rd person game ! It was one of the first ones with this feature.

Cons:
1.Life system instead of checkpoint system.(That forces you to play the whole level if you run out of lives.)
2.No 180 degree turn for the main character.(Since the main character controls like a tank with some side stepping it is
annoying to not have that)
3.You have to break your finger in hard difficulty because firing the blaster requires you to keep mashing the fire button.(He
won't keep firing with the main weapon when you hold the fire button.)
4.Very poor swoop bike chase sequence.
5.In Hard difficulty some enemies become too bullet sponge.

Verdict: This game is The Force Unleashed of N64 era. A game with great graphics, great story , some neat gameplay ideas but
with unpolished gameplay.(7.5\/10)
It's worth 1 playthrough(Either on easy or normal or Jedi difficulty but not in hard).. 45$ tho....

This game isn't even worth playing for free.. 45 Minutes for 100%. Very short Game, but with some replayability with enough
challenge to make you want to play through each senario two or three times, the length is well judged so that they all end leaving
you feeling like you're just geting into your stride and you might well try each a couple of times to work out how to beat them.
The setup gives some variation but not a huge lot. The challenge I guess is in tackling situations with an unorthadox approach

Slightly naieve but only marginly offensive in the way it addresses the issues of exploitation and corruption in Africa I kind of
like the way they go for the charicature but it feels like so much low hanging fruit. I guess it gains some points for choosing an
interesting setting and getting the tone more or less right, more thought provoking than some games certainly.

For a couple of Dollars, Pounds or Euros it's probably worth it if you're looking for something to kill lots of little chunks of
time. The animations are nice and as far as I can tell the game is bug free.. Buy all the DLC, you won't regret it. I can't get
enough of Sanctum 2, its a great game.. Better sound design, better graphics, better maps and better gun play make Insurgency:
Sandstorm a worthy successor.

Many bugs and performance issues have been fixed in the recent months.. So funny wish there were mods.
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